
Sasha’s been to look around a few universities. 
She just can’t seem to picture herself at any and 
doesn’t want to saddle herself with a huge loan. 
She has ambitions to run a restaurant one day 
and would rather be working than studying full 
time.

Challenge: What could Sasha do to work towards 
achieving her dream?
More challenging: Could Sasha achieve her dream 
without going to university? How?
Mega challenge: Define the term apprenticeship. Why 
might an apprenticeship suit Sasha? 

What are apprenticeships? Would an 
apprenticeship suit me?

STARTER:



Learning Outcomes :
Identify what the different types of apprenticeships are and the 
reasons these might suit a lot of different people.
Describe the different reasons apprenticeships might be the right 
career path for many types of people as well as the pros and cons of 
this career route.
Explain in detail the pros and cons of apprenticeships as well as how 
to apply for them.

KEY WORDS:
Apprenticeship – A job with training. Having a job that includes 
gaining recognised qualifications and essential skills whilst you are 
working and earning a wage. 

What are apprenticeships? Would an 
apprenticeship suit me?



Task 1: Watch the clip and choose some challenge questions to answer on a word 
document/piece of paper:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kyHi709hjRU (Video 1)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dj-JrMjxivA (Video 2)

Challenge
1. What exams do apprentices have to pass in order to show transferable skills? (video 1)
2. How many industries are offering apprenticeships? (video 1)
3. What percentage of apprentices said that they were happy with their course? 
(video 2)

More Challenging
1. Why might some people think apprenticeships were an easy option, and why are they NOT like this 
in real life?
2. Why do you think there is such a disparity between graduates and apprentices when it comes to 
course satisfaction? Suggest three possible reasons.
3. Do you think that both videos give a balanced view? Explain your thinking.

Mega Challenge
1. What are the main factors influencing your personal opinion on apprenticeships?
2. Why do you think there is such a disparity between graduates and apprentices when it comes to 
course satisfaction? Suggest as many reasons as you can think of and rank them in order of 
importance.
3. Which could be more 'future-proof' in your opinion: degree courses or apprenticeships? Explain 
your reasoning in full.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kyHi709hjRU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dj-JrMjxivA


Task 2: 
We will now find out a little more about the different types
of apprenticeships, the pros and cons and how we can apply
for them. Read through the worksheet provided 
and answer the questions below.

Questions:
How many of you like the sound of apprenticeships so far? Why?
Does anyone here know anyone who is currently in an apprenticeship? Can you tell us 
about what they’re doing and what they think of it?



Let’s take a look above at the sectors which employ many apprentices in the UK.
Does any of this information surprise you? Why?
Apprenticeships have a tradition reputation of being in a ‘trade’ (like plastering, engineering, 
construction etc). Does this graph support that idea? 



Infographic Task

Challenge: Using your information sheet & 
notes, create an infographic all about 

apprenticeships. Get creative and ensure you 
detail what they are and how to apply.

More challenging: Your infographic must 
include detailed information on all 

subheadings on your sheet, with new key 
terminology used in the correct context.

Mega challenging:  As above, but your 
infographic must also include the pros and 

cons – in detail and questions you think 
people may want to ask themselves before 

they apply.


